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Food observing and nourishing examination assumes a main function in wellbeing related issues, it is 

getting more basic in our everyday lives. In this paper, a methodology has been introduced to group pictures 

of food utilizing convolutional neural organizations. In contrast to the conventional counterfeit neural 

organizations, convolutional neural organizations have the capacity of assessing the score work 

straightforwardly from picture pixels. In this paper, we apply a convolutional neural organization (CNN) to the 

assignments of distinguishing and perceiving food pictures. As a result of the wide variety of sorts of food, 

picture acknowledgment of food things is commonly troublesome. In any case, profound learning has been 

indicated as of late to be an incredible picture acknowledgment strategy, and CNN is a cutting edge way to 

deal with profound learning. We applied CNN to the undertakings of food identification and acknowledgment 

through boundary advancement. Highlights learned by profound Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 

have been perceived to be more hearty and expressive than hand-made ones  
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INTRODUCTION 

The problem consists of classifying images of 

food to ten different classes. There are two  main 

challenges in this task. 

 

 Primary problem is that the same food is made 

differently depending on the location, the available 

ingredients and the personal taste of the cook. 

 Another one could be the angle from which the 

image was taken. 

 

Diet is significant in human life. Acquiring 

satisfactory nourishment from regular suppers is 

basic for our health. In the flow age, individuals are 

more cognizant about their food and diet to evade 

either forthcoming or existing illnesses. Since 

individuals are subject to shrewd innovations, 

arrangement of an application to naturally screen 

the people diet, helps in numerous angles. It 

expands the attention to individuals in their food 

propensities and diet. In the course of the most 

recent twenty years, research has been centered 

around naturally perceiving the food and their 

wholesome data from pictures caught utilizing PC 

vision and AI methods. To appropriately survey 

dietary admission, precise assessment of calorie 

estimation of food is of central significance. A 

greater part of individuals are indulging and not 

being sufficiently dynamic. Given how occupied 

and focused on individuals are today, it's easy to 

neglect to monitor the food that they eat. Likewise, 

considering the current situation of lockdown and 
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isolate during the far and wide Covid pandemic, 

numerous individuals are inclined to pigging out 

and not dealing with their eating routine. This lone 

builds the significance of appropriate 

characterization of food.  A portion of the strategies 

right now being used for dietary evaluation include 

self-detailing and physically recorded instruments. 

The issue with such techniques for appraisal is 

that the assessment of calorie utilization by a 

member is inclined to inclination, for example 

thinking little of and under announcing of food 

admission. To build the exactness and decrease the 

inclination, improvements to the current 

techniques are required. One such potential 

arrangement is a portable distributed computing 

framework, which utilizes gadgets, for example, cell 

phones to catch dietary and calorie data. The 

subsequent stage is to consequently dissect the 

dietary and calorie data utilizing the figuring limit 

of the cloud for a goal appraisal. Notwithstanding, 

clients actually need to enter the data physically. In 

the course of the most recent couple of years, a lot 

of innovative work endeavors have been made in 

the field of visual-based dietary and calorie data 

investigation. In any case, the proficient extraction 

of data from food pictures stays a difficult issue 

 

In this paper, an exertion has been made to 

characterize the pictures of nourishment for 

additional eating regimen checking applications 

utilizing convolutional neural organizations 

(CNNs). Since the CNNs are fit for taking care of a 

lot of information and can assess the highlights 

naturally, they have been used for the errand of 

food order. The standard Food-101 dataset has 

been chosen as the working information base for 

this methodology. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

  Obesity is conceding a great problem in today’s 

life. The preeminent reason of obesity is consuming 

more calories than we burn which can seriously 

undermine the quality of life. Researchers says, 

accurately assessing dietary intake is an important 

factor to reduce this risk. To meet this exigency, 

researches have taken some approaches to 

measure the calorie of a food. In 2009, an extensive 

food image and video dataset was built named the 

Pittsburgh FastFood Image Dataset (PFID), 

containing 4545 still images of 101 different food 

items, such as ―chicken nuggets‖ and ―cheese 

pizza‖ etc. [1]. The researcher applied Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) classifier on this dataset and 

achieved a classification accuracy of 11% with the 

color histogram method and 24% with the 

bag-of-SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature 

Transform)-features method [2]. Chen et al. (2012) 

focused on this major issue and proposed a method 

of food identification and quantity estimation for 

dietary assessment. They use Gabor and color 

features to represent food items. 

 

 A multi-label SVM classifier combined with 

multi-class Adaboost algorithm is used to show 

that the new technique can successfully improve 

the performance of original SIFT and LBP feature 

descriptors. Around 50 categories (100 sample 

images of each) of food such as soup, dumplings 

etc. are used and achieved 68.3% accuracy [3]. 

Probst et al. (2015) is motivated to introduce 

another prototype for dietary assessment with the 

help of smart phone as well as the features of image 

processing and pattern recognition. Scale invariant 

feature transformation (SIFT), local binary patterns 

(LBP), color etc. common visual features are used 

for espying food images. The bag-of-words (BoW) 

model is used to perceive the images taken by the 

phone [4]. 

 

Deep learning gradually becomes a very powerful 

image recognition technique, and CNN is the most 

popular deep learning architecture. In 2015, Yanai 

et al. applied deep convolutional neural network 

(DCNN) technique on ImageNet dataset and 

achieved accuracy 

 

78.77% for UEC-FOOD100 and 67.57% for 

UECFOOD256 dataset [5]. Kagaya et al., applied 

CNN on their own dataset for the identification and 

recognition of the food item. CNN provide higher 

accuracy than traditional 

support-vector-machine-based methods where the 

accuracy rate for recognition was 73.70% and for 

detection was 93.80% [6]. In 2016, Hassannejad et 

al. proposed a deep convolutional neural network 

(DCNN) technique having a depth of 54 layers on 

UEC FOOD 100, ETH Food-101 and UEC FOOD 

256 dataset and achieved 88.28%, 76.17% and 

81.45% as top-1 accuracy and 97.27%, 96.88% 

and 92.58% as top-5 accuracy for dietary 

assessment [7].Christodoulidis et al. applied a 

6-layer deep convolutional neural network on their 

own dataset containing 573 food items to classify 

food and the accuracy rate was 84.9% [8]. In 2016, 

Singla et al., proposed a new method of identifying 

food/non-food items and recognizing food category 

successfully using a GoogLeNet model based on 

deep convolutional neural network. According to 
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their experimental results they achieved a high 

accuracy rate of 99.2% in food/non-food item 

classification and 83.6% in food item recognition 

[9]. Liu et al. [10], propose a new Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN)-based food image 

recognition algorithm and applied it on UEC-256 

and Food-101 data sets and achieved 87.2% and 

94.8% accuracy respectively. In [11], a five-layer 

CNN with bag-of-features (BoF) and support vector 

machine was applied on a dataset containing 5822 

images of ten categories and the overall accuracy of 

56%. After that researcher applied Data expansion 

techniques to increase the size of training images 

for which the accuracy was increased by 90%. Due 

to the complexity of food images, many of the 

previously-proposed methods for food recognition 

achieved low classification accuracy. In our 

proposed system we used two training data sets 

one is publicly available PFID data set another is 

manually created by us with images captured by 

smart phone or camera. We use Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) classifier with a trained CNN to 

extract and to classify fast food images of ten 

different classes and achieved accuracy 99.5 

DATASET 

     For our purposes, we selected 10 classes from 

challenging Food-101 dataset, because  we 

considered them to have the most distinct and 

representative colors and patterns. 

This dataset  consists of 101 categories  and each 

category has 1000 images, in total 101,000 

images. 

  

Each one only contains the label information 

indicating the food type.  

 Primary problem is that the same food is made 

   differently depending on the location, the 

 available ingredients and the personal taste of 

 the cook. 

 Another one could be the angle from which the 

   image was taken. 

 

Most of the images are popular western food 

images. They haven’t been taken in laboratory 

conditions, but are randomly taken pictures by 

people around the globe. 

 

Classifying food images to 10 different classes of       

food are as under: 

 

1. French Fries 

2. Hot and Sour Soup 

3. Dumplings 

4. Seaweed Salad 

5. Pad Thai 

6. Spaghetti  Carbonara 

7. Red Velvet Cake 

8. Macarons 

9. Oysters 

10. Edamame 

 

   

 

 

METHOD 

 The CNN offers a state-of-the-art technique for 

image recognition. It is a multilayer neural 

network, whose neurons take small patches of the 

previous layer as input. It is robust against small 

shifts and rotations. A CNN system comprises a 

convolution layer and a pooling (or subsampling) 

layer. In the convolution layer, unlike for general 

fully connected neural networks, weights can be 

considered as n × n (n < input size) filters. Each 

input convolves these filters. Each layer has many 

filters that generate different outputs. For the 

image recognition task, the different features are 

extracted by these filters. The filters are often called 

(convolution) kernels. The pooling layer produces 

the outputs by activation over rectangular regions. 

There are several activation methods, such as 

maximum activation and average activation. This 

makes the CNN’s outputs more invariant with 

respect to position. A typical CNN comprises 

multiple convolution and pooling layers, with a 

fully connected layer to produce the final result of 

the task. In image classification, each unit of the 

final layer indicates the class probability. A CNN 

has hyper parameters that include the number of 

middle layers, the size of the convolution kernels, 

and the active functions. In this paper, we compare 

the optimization of some of these parameters. In 

our research, we use cudaconvnet1 , which is a 

GPU implementation of a CNN in C++ and Python, 
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for the CNN library.Compared to conventional 

hand-crafted feature extraction based approaches, 

CNN is advantageous since it is able to learn 

optimal features from images adaptively. 

 

 Challenges with Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

While solving an image classification problem 

using ANN, the first step is to convert a 2- 

dimensional image into a 1-dimensional vector 

prior to training the model. This has two 

drawbacks: 

• The number of trainable parameters increases 

drastically with an increase in the size of the image. 

• ANN loses the spatial features of an image. 

Spatial features refer to the arrangement of the 

pixels in an image. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The proposed flow diagram is depicted above The 

steps in image processing are pre-processing and 

neural network training. From this, the trained 

model can be obtained which will classify any 

supplied image based on the trained dataset. 

 

 

 
 

A Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet/CNN) 

is a Deep Learning algorithm which can take in an 

input image, assign importance (learnable weights 

and biases) to various aspects/objects in the image 

and be able to differentiate one from the other. The 

pre-processing required in a ConvNet is much 

lower as compared to other classification 

algorithms. While in primitive methods filters are 

hand-engineered, with enough training, ConvNets 

have the ability to learn these 

filters/characteristics. 

The architecture of a ConvNet is analogous to 

that of the connectivity pattern of Neurons in the 

Human Brain and was inspired by the organization 

of the Visual Cortex. Individual neurons respond to 

stimuli only in a restricted region of the visual field 

known as the Receptive Field. A collection of such 

fields overlap to cover the entire visual area. 

The objective of the Convolution Operation is to 

extract the high-level features such as edges, from 

the input image. ConvNets need not be limited to 

only one Convolutional Layer. Conventionally, the 

first ConvLayer is responsible for capturing the 

Low-Level features such as edges, color, gradient 

orientation, etc. With added layers, the 

architecture adapts to the High-Level features as 

well, giving us a network which has the wholesome 

understanding of images in the dataset, similar to 

how we would. 

There are two types of results to the operation — 

one in which the convolved feature is reduced in 

dimensionality as compared to the input, and the 

other in which the dimensionality is either 

increased or remains the same. This is done by 

applying Valid Padding in case of the former, or 

Same Padding in the case of the latter. 

 

 
 

n the context of a convolutional neural network, 

a convolution is a linear operation that involves the 

multiplication of a set of weights with the input, 

much like a traditional neural network. Given that 

the technique was designed for two-dimensional 

input, the multiplication is performed between an 

array of input data and a two-dimensional array of 

weights, called a filter or a kernel. 

 

The filter is smaller than the input data and the 

type of multiplication applied between a filter-sized 

patch of the input and the filter is a dot product. A 

dot product is the element-wise multiplication 

between the filter-sized patch of the input and 

filter, which is then summed, always resulting in a 

single value. Because it results in a single value, 

the operation is often referred to as the ―scalar 

product―. 

 

Using a filter smaller than the input is 

intentional as it allows the same filter (set of 

weights) to be multiplied by the input array 

multiple times at different points on the input. 

Specifically, the filter is applied systematically to 

each overlapping part or filter-sized patch of the 

input data, left to right, top to bottom. 
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This systematic application of the same filter 

across an image is a powerful idea. If the filter is 

designed to detect a specific type of feature in the 

input, then the application of that filter 

systematically across the entire input image allows 

the filter an opportunity to discover that feature 

anywhere in the image. This capability is 

commonly referred to as translation invariance, 

e.g. the general interest in whether the feature is 

present rather than where it was present. 

 

Invariance to local translation can be a very 

useful property if we care more about whether 

some feature is present than exactly where it is. For 

example, when determining whether an image 

contains a face, we need not know the location of 

the eyes with pixel-perfect accuracy, we just need 

to know that there is an eye on the left side of the 

face and an eye on the right side of the face. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

  Our model has the peak validation accuracy 

 of *91.9%* and the peak  testing accuracy of  

*89.55%* after applying the deep learning model. 

 

This project shows that convolutional neural 

network can successfully  solve  food   image 

classification   problems  to  relatively  small 

number  of  classes.  Classification  to  more classes 

requires more complex architectures. Besides the 

complexity  of a model, it is  also important  to  

choose  adequate        hyper- parameters   and  

optimization   functions.  Classification  of     food   

was       done  by taking the images of food as    

input       and  were passed into the layer of    

Convolution  Neural    Network   to    identify   the  

name  of particular food item. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

• Food Monitoring 

Food Monitoring plays a leading role in 

health-related problems, it is becoming more 

essential in our day-to-day lives. Since people are 

dependent on smart technologies, provision of an 

application to automatically monitor the 

individuals diet, helps in many aspects.  

 

• Dietary Management  

Dietary management, also known as ―foodservice 

management‖, is the practice of providing 

nutritional options for individuals and groups with 

diet concerns through supervision of foodservices. 

It can alse help in implementing meal plans 

established by a dietitian or nutritionist. 
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